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                                Physical skills
Trace  Fit   Fold   Build    Balance
Follow paths   Construct

Hold and manipulate writing, cutting and thinking tools with confidence, accuracy 
and redo to improve on technique.

                                                                  Language Skills
right      left     up     down     horizontal     vertical      slide (translate)      flip (reflect)     
rotate (turn)     on the diagonal      upside down      above         below     randomly 
arranged         row     column    edge    side      face    area      vertex       parallel       
perpendicular     length/height/width/depth      perimeter       weight     heavier than      
lighter than     equal weight      3 dimensional       2 dimensional 

Speak in full sentences. Address the question or problem posed.  Paraphrase others. Extend 
embellish, improve on communication of others. Link diagrams to words. 

 Build and describe 3-D objects.
Construct, describe, compare 3 D objects
Sort and build patterns with 3D objects

OBSERVE & COMPARE OBJECTS & PICTURES to build vocabulary. 
Focus on attributes. Create word lists/wall

Language of compare: longer/shorter/equal length. heavier/lighter/equal weight, fuller/less/ equal fullness
Sort a set of objects based on a single attribute, and explain the sorting rule.                                   

Subitize & name familiar arrangements  to 5
Represent & describe numbers  to 10, concretely & pictorially

Use 2, 3, 5 t o represent 6 to 10. Relate the numerals.
Relate numerals  to 10, to their respective quantity. 

 Compare quantities to 10 one-to-one correspondence. 
Say the sequence 1 to 10, starting anywhere.

Represent & describe to 10, concretely & pictorially

Build and repeat cores. Describe elements.
 Demonstrate understanding repeating patterns (2-3 

elements)  identifying   reproducing  extending     creating
use manipulatives, sounds and actions.

Use direct comparison to compare two objects based
 on a single attribute

 length (height), mass (weight) and volume (capacity).         
   

Adapt the story to find mice in 
collections of 2s and 3s. Build 
fives. Two fives make 10.

Compare your name to 
Chrysanthemum. Compare lengths.

Chrysanthemum

I see 2,4,6.
I see 3 and 
3.
I see 6.
Can you 
see 5 and 
1?

Shoe sort

Dot sort


